Sweet and Not So Sweet

A VERY ZEN ICE CREAM. GENMAICHA, MACHA AND BROWN RICE CRISPIES $9
‘CARROT CAKE’ SUNDAE. CREAM CHEESE CUSTARD AND WET WALNUTS $11
SALTED CHOCOLATE SLICE, OLIVE OIL AND BROCHE $12
PARSNIP ‘PUDDING’ CAKE, DATES, PEAR SORBET AND PARSNIP CHIPS $10
NOT YOUR NEIGHBOR’S COOKIE PLATE, SALTED CARAMEL AND LEMON CURD $12
CRACKER JAX SUNDAE, BUTTERED POPCORN ICE CREAM AND PEANUT POPCORN TOFFEE $11
CRANBERRY BROWN BUTTER BAR, ORANGE CARAMEL, TOASTED PECAN ICE CREAM $11

Liquid Dessert

JORGEN’S HOT BUTTERED RUM $12
ALEX’S PROPER IRISH COFFEE $12
JULIA’S HOT TODDY. FRENCH BREAKFAST TEA, DOLIN GENEPI, LEMON $12
WALKING DEAD. ESPRESSO, AVERNA, RUM, VODKA $14

La Colombe Coffee

CUP O’ JOE $5
LOVE LATTE $6
VANILLA LATTE $6
ESPRESSO $4

Pots of Brew Lab Leaf Tea $6

GENMAICHA
PEPPERMINT VERBENA
FRENCH BREAKFAST
GINGER CHAMOMILE
MOROCCO CHAI
SPRING GREEN
LAVENDER EARL GREY

The Love.
Dessert Wine By The Glass

MUSCAT DE BEAUMES DE VENISE, DOMAINE DE DURBAN, FR, 2013 $13
MUSCAT, CAMPBELLS, RUTHERGLEN, AU, NV $16
DOW’S LATE BOTTLE VINTAGE PORT, PR $15
MOSCATEL DORADO, CESAR FLORIDO, JEREZ, SP $12
5 YEAR MALMSEY, BLANDY’S, MADEIRA, PR $14
NEW YORK MALMSEY, RARE WINE COMPANY, MADEIRA, PR $18

A Selection of Our Favorite Amaro

CARDAMARO $10
LE VIGNE DI ALICE AMARO D’ERBE ‘NINA’ $13
MONTENEGRO $12
JANNAMICO SUPER PUNCH $14
AMARO NONINO $18
VARNELLI AMARO DELL’ERBORISTA $18

Digestif [dee-zhe-steef] noun.
Definition: A magic potion that makes you feel less full after a meal. Bitter and absolutely delicious.
EXAMPLE: AMARO
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